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Report analysing department stores in the UK this
Christmas, based on the core tenets of multi-channel
retailing online.
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Foreword
The department store is a bastion of the British high

With Christmas fast approaching, we look at which

street. As Christmas approaches, the annual unveiling of

Department Stores are making the most of multichannel

department store windows happens with as much fanfare

retailing with our Christmas report. We focus on the areas

as the release of the John Lewis Christmas advert. This

that matter most to consumers in this busy shopping

annual event however, is literally just window dressing and

period, namely how easy is it for them to buy online and

tells an incomplete part of the department store story.

receive their goods for a fair price in a timely manner.

In a year that has seen one of the stalwarts of the high
street, BHS, close its doors and reports more recently that
Marks and Spencer are to close over 30 UK stores, what do
department stores need to do to prevent losing market
share to online behemoths such as Amazon?

Darryl Adie
Managing Director, Ampersand
@DarrylAdie
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Criteria
We have defined a department store as a retailer that offers a
wide range of consumer goods in different product categories.
The retailers chosen for this report must fit into the department store sector and have at least one physical branded
presence in the UK. We surveyed 17 department stores that fit the bill.

The Ampersand Retail Matrix score for each retailer is based on the core tenets of multi-channel retailing online. We
have considered a wide range of factors, all applicable to specialist multi-channel retailers. The Matrix identifies the
best-performing multi-channel retailers, when compared by online experience.

The result? A unique insight into the online experience of UK department stores.
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RETAILERS
Argos
Debenhams
Dunnes Stores
George
Harrods
Harvey Nichols
Hoopers
House of Fraser
John Lewis
Liberty
Marks & Spencer
Matalan
Next
Selfridges
Tesco Direct
TJ Hughes
TK Maxx

Results / Top
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83/100

83/100

68/100

Excelled at:

Excelled at:

Excelled at:

Displaying real-time stock info; offers geolocation
options on mobile site; offers a variety of payment
methods; offers immediate click and collect, reserve
and collect, and 2 hour, same day, evening, next day
and next day when ordering on a Sunday delivery
options. Advertises free returns by post and free
collection from home; users can check stock in a
particular store.

Displays payment options clearly before the basket; shows
real-time stock info, transactional mobile site, offers a guest
checkout, offers a variety of payment methods, offers same
day, next day, evening, Sunday, named day and next day
when ordering on a Sunday delivery options. Advertises
free returns by post, you can check stock in a particular
store. Offers wish-listing.

UX with a score of 100; offering real time stock information;
providing geolocation options on mobile sites; clearly
displays payment options before the basket step, offering
guest checkout and a variety of payment methods; offering
click and collect and next day and named day home
delivery. Free returns from home are clearly advertised and
the returns policy is easy to find.

Needs to improve:

Needs to improve:

Desktop and mobile speeds, doesn’t offer geolocation on a
desktop or mobile site. Doesn’t offer collection from a nonstore location, doesn’t offer immediate click and collect,
no reserve and collect option, doesn’t offer 2-hour home
delivery, doesn’t advertise free collection from home for
returns.

Desktop and mobile speeds; displaying geolocation
information on a desktop, collection options from nonstore locations, immediacy of click and collect options.
Delivery options could be improved by including 2 hour
or same day delivery or Sunday, home delivery. Customers
can’t check stock in a particular store.

Need to improve:
Desktop and mobile speeds; displaying payment
options clearly before the basket; geolocation offering
on the desktop site; offering guest checkout. Collection
from a non-store location isn’t offered nor is named day
delivery options or wish-listing.
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Times they are a-changin’
Over 7 months has passed since the release of our 2016 multichannel report. Retail is a

Feb’ 2016
Score

Nov’ 2016
Score

Score
Change

fast-paced environment and, as such, we have based the information within this report

Next

35

63

+28

on up-to-date research carried out in November 2016. Sadly, BHS had to be removed

Debenhams

57

66

+9

from our department store results. We also decided that Next, while originally a fashion

TJ Hughes

46

54

+8

retailer, has enough categories to be included in the department store category.

John Lewis

64

68

+4

Tesco Direct

61

65

+4

Dunnes Stores

40

43

+3

George

64

67

+3

stayed the same or shown improvement over the last 7 months. Clearly, department

House of Fraser

80

83

+3

stores are not content with standing still and are still battling for their share of the online

Selfridges

64

67

+3

market place. Next have seen the biggest score change with a jump from 35/100 to

TK Maxx

52

55

+3

63/100, mainly due to the improvement of their mobile shopping experience.

Harvey Nichols

49

51

+2

Matalan

64

66

+2

Argos

83

83

-

delivery offerings, with price alterations and more department

Harrods

32

32

-

stores offering a wider variety of options such as adding click

Hoopers

13

13

-

Liberty

36

36

-

Marks & Spencer

64

64

-

When reviewing the data collected at the beginning of the year, and comparing it with
the up-to-date data collected in November, it’s pleasing to see that scores have either

Overall there have also been changes in collection and

and collect.
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Results / Most Improved
+2
8
+8

63/100
Up 28 points on February’s score of 35/100
Additional points awarded for improved mobile speed
scores, a huge improvement in UX score, offering
collection in a non-store location and offering a fully
transactional mobile site. Scores could be improved
further with the addition of real-time stock information
and guest checkout options.

54/100
+9

Up 8 points on February’s score of 46/100

66/100
Up 9 points on February’s score of 57/100
Additional points awarded for for increasing home
delivery options to include Sunday and next day
delivery when ordering on a Sunday and offering
faceted navigation to increase usability of search.
Scores could be improved further with the addition
of real-time stock information and geolocation
functionality.
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for improved mobile speed and website speed scores,
offering click and collect and next day delivery and a
reduction in delivery costs. Scores could be improved
further with the addition of real-time stock information
and geolocation functionality.

Collection and Delivery:
How much is too much?
Collection and delivery options across all department stores varied widely. This is partly due to the wide variety of products across several categories
that make up a department store’s inventory. It simply isn’t feasible for retailers to charge the same for delivering a sofa as it is a pair of shoes. For the
purposes of this research, in order to benchmark across similar products, we have not included charges for items that require more than one person for
delivery (e.g. sofas or other large items).
Costs for standard delivery ranged from £2.95 at George, to £6.95 at luxury department store Liberty, these figures make sense in terms of their
respective customer bases. None

of the department stores offer free standard delivery, and 41.2% of department
stores also don’t offer a spend threshold where free delivery is offered.
Tesco was the only store offering a delivery subscription offering, something that pure-play retailers like Amazon and ASOS have been doing for some
time. Again, this makes sense for a retailer that also falls under the grocery category and is likely to have regular weekly shoppers.
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Comparison of cost for standard delivery

Delivery choices:
a myriad of options.
Offers
Click & Collect

Retailers offering consumers more choice when it comes to how they
receive their orders will be more popular than those with limited delivery
options. Large department stores like House of Fraser, often only have a
handful of outlets which puts them at a disadvantage when compared with
retailers like John Lewis who can tap into their association with Waitrose

Argos
Debenhams
Dunnes Stores

Lead time for
Click & Collect
Immediate
Next Day
More than 1 day

George

Next Day

John Lewis also offer other collection points to enhance convenience for

Harrods

N/A

shoppers. Department stores with fewer bricks and mortar stores such as

Harvey Nichols

More than 1 day

House of Fraser or Selfridges would do well to invest in this area to increase

Hoopers

More than 1 day

convenience for their customers.

House of Fraser

Next Day

Offering collection from a non-store location is becoming more popular

John Lewis

Next Day

across the retail sector as busy people demand flexibility that an at home

Liberty

More than 1 day

delivery with no fixed time slot can’t provide, however only 2 department

Marks and Spencer

More than 1 day

stores in our list (Next and George) offer this.

Matalan

More than 1 day

to increase delivery options. Even with these additional collection outlets,

Next

Next Day

Selfridges

Next Day

Tesco Direct

Next Day

TJ Hughes

More than 1 day

TK Maxx

More than 1 day
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Delivery and Click and Collect Options
Cost for standard
delivery

Argos

£3.95

Debenhams

£3.49

Dunnes Stores

£3.95

George

£2.95

Harrods

£5.95

Harvey Nichols

£6.00

Hoopers

£5.00

House of Fraser

£3.50

John Lewis

£3.50

Liberty

£6.95

Marks and Spencer

£3.50

Matalan

£3.95

Next

£3.99

Selfridges

£5.00

Tesco Direct

£3.00

TJ Hughes

£3.95

TK Maxx

£3.99

Offers 2 hour
home delivery

Offers same day
home delivery

Offers next day
home delivery

Offers Sunday
home delivery

Offers next day
delivery when ordering on Sunday
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Offers evening
home delivery?

Offers named day
home delivery

47.1%
of department stores offer
geolocation on their mobile sites,

64.7%
of department stores offer
real time stock info

0%
of department stores offer log in
with social media

Results / benchmarking

Comparing sectors by Ampersand Retail Matrix score.
Department stores are certainly keeping ahead of the competition in terms of their overall offering with a median score of 64,
compared with 58 in fashion and 53 across all retail sectors.

64
52

Median score
Department

58
48

Median score
Fashion

Compare your business.

Compare your business.

Download the data:

Download the data:

Click here >

Click here >

Get access to all of Ampersand’s leading retail reports here
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53
55

Median score
Non-Fashion
Compare your business.
Download the data:
Click here >

multichannel 101
Social login can reduce shopping cart abandonment by
removing the need for detailed form filling and give the
retailer valuable data for their CRM system.

Geolocation enabled on your mobile site demonstrates an
understanding of how mobile is used by shoppers, particularly if you
have multiple stores. Shoppers can browse on the go and easily find
their nearest store to try and buy.

Real-time store specific stock information is a clear benefit to
shoppers and will help drive footfall; driving in-store sales and
encouraging repeat visits to your ecommerce site as it becomes
a fully integrated part of the shopping journey.

Conclusion
If department stores are to compete with pure-play multi-

multichannel journey and will differentiate you from online

category retailers such as Amazon, they really need to start

only stores. People still like to see, touch and try before they

investing in technological advances that will differentiate

buy, knowing that an item is in stock in a store near them can

them. Not one of the department stores reviewed offered a

only be a good thing for driving footfall to stores. This is an area

social media login option at checkout. ASOS launched this

that department stores are adopting with nearly two thirds

feature in March 2015 and whilst the demographic may be

offering this feature.

different the use of social media continues to grow across all
Undoubtedly, the department store Christmas windows will

ages.

be beautiful and enticing to shoppers on the high street
Whilst it could be argued that providing geolocation on

over the next 4 weeks. All retailers need to ensure that their

a desktop doesn’t give a huge benefit to customers, it’s a

ecommerce site acts as more than an attractive shop window

different story on a mobile site. Not having geolocation

and has the right features to encourage sales across all

enabled on your mobile site demonstrates a real lack of

channels.

understanding of how mobile is used by shoppers, particularly
if you have multiple stores.

Darryl Adie
Managing Director, Ampersand

Real-time stock information is the final area that shows you
understand how your customers use online shopping in the

da@amp.co
+ 44 161 236 5504
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methodology
To create the list of retailers, we first aggregated various existing lists including but not limited to IMRG, Experian and Sitemorse. This gave us
over 2,000 retailers to research. We eliminated retailers that had no ecommerce presence and/or no physical stores in the UK. The remaining
retailers were split into their appropriate sectors, as detailed on page 3.
The Ampersand Retail Matrix criteria are our view of the core tenets of multi-channel retailing. These tenets cross the boundaries of digital and
physical customer experiences. Within the research there are scoring criterion and non-scoring criterion.

The scoring criterion include:
•

Page load speeds and performance on desktop and mobile using Google Developers PageSpeed Tools

•

Whether retailers provided clear information on payment options and returns policies

•

Website navigation and product information including clear signposting, imagery, faceted navigation and alternative payment methods

•

Geolocation information – whether customers can find the nearest store by using geolocation

•

Real time stock information for online orders and the ability to check stock in a specific store

•

Persistent cart across different devices and whether the retailer has a transactional mobile website

•

Delivery options, Click & Collect, non-store pick up options and communication of free returns

Non-scoring criterion include:

We awarded 4 points for the following criteria:

• Delivery method availability for reserve and collect, same day, next day,
named day and evening including costs and thresholds

•

Transactional mobile website

•

Persistent cart

•

Availability of guest checkout and gifting

•

Ability to login with social media

•

Availability of wishlisting and whether or not login is required

Scoring

We awarded 3 points for:
•

Stock check in-store

We then calculated the final score to be out of 100:
=100/29*SCORE.

Retailers were then scored against the criterion and with a weighted
formula, ranked in the Multi-channel Retail Matrix. To calculate the
base score marked out of 29 possible points from 50 criteria, a retailer
was awarded points if it scored positively for each of the scoring criteria
mentioned above, with these specifics:
•

Offering click and collect same day

•

Desktop Speed >81

•

Mobile Speed >71

•

UX Score =100

The Department Store survey was conducted online,
independently by Ampersand, in Manchester, UK on
an iPhone 6s using the Safari browser on iOS9 between
October 2016 and November 2016. The remaining research
in the retail matrix was carried out in February 2016. The
research covered desktop and mobile websites, not apps.
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Ampersand is an award-winning commerce agency that
helps established high street retailers build better online
stores. Ampersand works with multi-channel retailers, such
as Harvey Nichols, Poundland and Bensons for Beds to help
increase conversion and efficiency through the strategic use of
technology.

